BOAT LIGHTS
FOR
ROWERS - PADDLERS – KAYAKERS - ETC
In early 2008 Mosman Rowing Club, became increasingly concerned for the safety of members and
juniors rowing in the dark in the early mornings and the possibility of injury from inadequate lighting
on some motor boats and, of course the speed factor of the motor boats particularly in the dark. It was
decided to ensure as far as possible the rowers from MRC were compliant and visible.

We sought a durable light with a 360 degree circumference to satisfy the code requirements of NSW
Maritime, this proved no easy task. The light had to be waterproof and be capable of withstanding
being dropped, submerged and be bright enough to be seen from over a kilometre and have longevity.
After numerous trials we sourced the above light and in conjunction with the Australian Importer had it
adapted to include the suction cup and key ring so as it can be tied back to the cockpit or fastened onto
the deck in case of wash or collision. The lights were then illustrated to NSW Maritime who confirmed
they meet the Code requirements. Details are as follows:
Depth Rating : 300 metres.
Lamp: 4 LEDS
Lamp Life: 10,000.00 = hours.
Burn time: 50+ hours
Batteries: 3 AA Alkaline
Materials/construction: ABS and Lexan ®
Visibility; 360 degree
Range: 1 kilometre+
Double O ring for maximum water resistance.
The lights are in use with numerous rowing schools, rowing clubs, kayakers and surf clubs.
Costs are $55.00 each including GST and batteries but excluding postage. Payment is via cheque, cash
on collection or via EFT.
We hold ample stock at present and if you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us per
below.

Safe paddling!!
David Wear
Email: dwear@dwear.com.au
TEL: + 61 2 9262 2256 / FAX: + 61 2 9262 2714 / MOB: 0413 754 686
PO Box Q843, QVB Post Office, NSW, 1230.

